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This paper studies meticulous appearance of “yuan”,water conservancy operation, 
economy activities and conflict and power structure in “yuan” in local and other 
questions based on large archives about “xiufangchu（修防处）” of more than 20 
“minyuan（民垸）”  from Songzi County in Hubei province in 1940s. In order to 
reveal intrinsic structure of flood control type water conservancy society and the 
organic connection between it and grass-roots society within this period 
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, this paper is divided into five 
chapters: 
The introduction part reviewed the academic history on “yuan” and introduce the 
topic source, data collection and the main structure of the paper. 
Chapter I examines the influence of low township region in Songzi County from 
the big flood in 1870 after introducing the geographical location, natural conditions 
and hed evolution. This paper argues that the field of “yuan” is expanding from Ming 
dynasty to Mid qing dynasty along with the influx of immigrants. Big flood in 1870 
made the “yuan” in the region on the brink of destruction. Low township region has 
been in sheetflood in thirty years under negative "stay mouth stay silting" 
countermeasures, and the flood storage gradually deposition narita. Gathered people 
come from around began to build the “yuan” under the organization from some local 
elites. So the economic and social renaissance in “yuan” gradually began. 
Chapter II make an analysis on composition and function, type and size, 
separation and merger of “yuan”. “Yuan” is a strong closed society and geographical 
unit inhabited by a certain amount of the crowd, soil dam, the rocky head, 
fields ,culverts, the markets,temples. “Yuan” provides production, life and even a 
belief space for the people. Geographically, there are four types of “yuan ” including 
“typical”, “alongside mountain”, “on the beach” and “sandbar”. There are “Guanyuan
（官垸）”,”Minyuan（民垸）” and “Siyuan（私垸）” from the Angle of social rights 
and responsibility，the second type is in main stream. The size of “yuan” is different , 















repeated in merger process. 
Chapter III Paper attempts to reveal the operating mechanism of water 
conservancy in “yuan”  by inspecting the solid state process of annual maintenance 
and flood protection. The paper looks back upon the maintenance and flood protection 
system of the main dikes and embankments of “yuan” before 1912, and considers folk 
is the essential features of water conservancy in “yuan”. Water conservancy 
organization—“xiufangchu（修防处）” is an entity institutions，has extensive influence 
within “yuan”. The collection of “soil work（土方）” and “soil fee（土费）” is the 
system and material security of annual maintenance and flood protection. Periodicity 
become the biggest characteristic of water conservancy and wedge into the formation 
of social time of “yuan”. In the initial stages of creating “yuan” , initiated groups built 
the initial cooperative relations between “yuan” and “yuan” in the same or different 
county under the witness of the government. But with the natural environment, the old 
water order has been broken caused drainage problems upstream and downstream. 
Sometimes the county government belong unable to award these conflicts, higher 
level of government were thus involved. 
Chapter IV examines major economic activities and its conflicts within the 
“yuan”, and pays attention to the relationship between these activities, conflicts and 
water operations. This paper believes that town business and agricultural production 
are the two major economic activities in “yuan”. The distribution of mainland right is 
more even, so the contradiction between landlords and tenants is easing. The people’s 
choice of the planting structure is to adapt to the long-term flood environment. Land 
disputes often happen caused by the changes of the natural environment. The 
so-called fairness and justice were manipulated by the people who are strong or wise 
when the county government can not completely control the information of 
grass-roots society. Gentry in “yuan” will covet a large of new verschlammt beach 
with the name of group. There is an interdependence between “yuan” and town, the 
former provides a wealth of agricultural productsthe to the latter and the latter 
provides material and financial resources of the water operation to the former. 
Because of management accounting dike, water conflicts between two generated. The 
solution is to let the town take some responsibility for water conservancy usually by 















Chapter V discussed the relationship between “xiufangchu”, county government 
and “xiangbao（乡保）”, and made an analysis of the gentry ‘s status and role in 
complex social power network inside and outside the “yuan” . The paper believes that 
“xiufangchu” and “xiangbao” live in the parallel position in administrative division. 
The geographic scope of “yuan” and “xiang（乡）”is not coincidence, however, the 
approximate scope of small “yuan” belongs to big “yuan” and “bao（保）” is still more 
correspondence. Geographic scope of consistent or separation did not make “xiangbao
（乡保）” meet substantial barriers offering help to water affairs of“yuan”. The county 
government take for real-time supervision in form and procedure but not make too 
much interference in the specific water operation. County government is more willing 
to let the water order return to normal, even if the borrowing of force to punish the 
rebels, also more with the intimidation means. County government will also actively 
cooperate with the higher level of government when providing assistance to the public 
after great flood. Gentry groups hold large a number of actual social resources such as 
land, commercial and voice, The completion of many public affairs in “yuan” must 
rely on the cooperation among them. Therefore, the function of maintenance, flood 
protection and the administrative of “xiangbao（乡保）” appear superimposed 
phenomenon. Old water Alliance is moving toward disintegration when there were 
some long-standing conflicts between the gentry. 
    Conclusion taken together the main content and point of view of this paper. This 
paper believes the folk is the essence of water conservation in “yuan”. The people 
spontaneously formed water conservancy operation mechanism has been widely 
accepted. The gentry is the creator and guardian of water alliance of “yuan”, they have 
extensive and profound influence in water, grass-roots administration and other public 
affairs. Government was to work for incorporating water conservancy services into 
the administrative perspective in the context of the gradual construction and 
improwement of public functions of modern state. In practice, the county government 
on behalf of the state will does not spare no interfere with specific water operation 
compelled by external and internal political situation , but be more interested in access 
to tax and labor from “yuan”. The boundary of state infiltration power should be 
outside the embankment dike in the turbulent political situation. The paper also raised 















“gentry across the ‘yuan’”, “cross-regional water relationship and how to construct 
people’s social perception to the relationship in JiangHan Plain”, etc. 
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